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Cost
Comparisons
Today's Topic

Compute the cost of
an expense in:
short term,
long term and
bundled situations.
You will need:
• Calculator
• Items on student table
• Tracking an Expense  I.P.
• Pen or sharpened pencil

Do a cost comparison
for different plans
for services.

Log on!

Imagine life without
electronic utilities
such as cell phones,
Internet access, &
television.

Short term use:
Even with cell phones,
there are still hundreds of
thousands of pay phones
across the United States.
Airports have a lot of them
because travelers often have
dead cell phone batteries.

Example 1: A pay phone at a local airport charges:
$0.35 for the first three minutes (or part of) and
$0.19 for each extra minute (or part of)
You get charged for an entire minute regardless of the portion of
that minute you used. Find the cost of a 7 1/2 minute phone call.

Step 1: Find the fixed cost.
first 3 minutes = .35
Step 2: Find the variable cost:
How many variable minutes? 5
next 5 minutes = .19 * 5 = .95
Step 3: Add costs.
.35 + .95 = $1.30

Including these items as a part of
daily life has a big affect on a
household budget.

Example 2

Long term use

Find the cost of a 12 1/4 minute phone call using the
prices in example 1.
$0.35 for the first three minutes (or part of) and
$0.19 for each extra minute (or part of)

Step 1: Find the fixed cost.
first 3 minutes = .35
Step 2: Find the variable cost:
How many variable minutes? 10
next 10 minutes = .19 * 10 = 1.90
Step 3: Add costs.
.35 + 1.90 = $2.25

Now do #2

Example 3
Julianne is about to sign a cell phone
contract for her new cell phone.
She is given the choice of 2 plans:
Plan A  Unlimited texting for a flat fee of $40 per month
Plan B  $0.06 per text message
Which plan should she choose if she sends about 800 messages
each month?

Plan A cost = $40
Plan B cost = .06 * 800 = $48
She should choose plan A.

Now do #4
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Bundling Expenses
Example 5

Example 4
If she averaged 450 texts per month which plan should she
choose.

Plan A cost = $40
Plan B cost = .06 * 450 = $27
She should choose plan B.

The Optizone cable TV/Internet/phone
provider advertises a flat $95 per
month for all three services for a new
customer’s first year.
Optizone’s cost will increase 10% for the second year. Pauline
normally pays $49 for her monthly home phone service, $35 for
Internet service, and $50 for cable television. What will be Pauline's
percent of savings per month in the second year?

Step1: Find current cost per year.
49 + 35 + 50 =$134
Step 2: Find the cost of the second year of the bundled cost.
95 + (95*.10) =$104.50
Step 3: Find the percent change.
new  old
104.5  134 = 22%
Now do #6
old
134

Bundling Expenses
Example 6
What would be Pauline's percent of
savings if the secondyear increase was
25% instead of 10%?

Step1: Find current cost per year.
49 + 35 + 50 =$134
Step 2: Find the cost of the second year of the bundled cost.
95 + (95*.25) =$118.75
Step 3: Find the percent change.
new  old
118.75  134 = 11%
old
134

Please complete
Cost Comparisons 
Independent Practice

It will be graded at the
BEGINNING of class tomorrow

